Abstract. In this paper we introduce certain new features of the shuffle algebra of [3] that will allow us to obtain explicit formulas for the isomorphism between its Drinfeld double and the elliptic Hall algebra of [1], [7] . These results are necessary for our work in [4] and [6], where they will be applied to the study of the Hilbert scheme and to computing knot invariants.
Introduction
The shuffle algebra A + , first introduced by Feigin and Odesskii, is a subset of symmetric rational functions over the field C(q 1 , q 2 ), endowed with the shuffle product of (2.2). The elliptic Hall algebra E was introduced by Burban and Schiffmann in [1] as the Hall algebra of the category of coherent sheaves on an elliptic curve. In [7] , Schiffmann and Vasserot have constructed an isomorphism Υ between the positive half of the elliptic Hall algebra and the shuffle algebra A + . This isomorphism is given by generators and relations, and it extends to the Drinfeld doubles of the algebras in question. Our goal in this paper is to make this isomorphism Υ more explicit, by proving: Theorem 1.1. We have:
(1.1)
where the u k,d are the standard generators of E (see Subsection 3.2 for the definition) and the P k,d are the minimal shuffle elements of Remark (2.10). As symmetric rational functions, they are represented by:
x z a(n−1)+1 ...z a(n−x)+1 z a(n−1) ...z a(n−x)
The above formula will feature in [6] , where we will use it to identify P k,d with certain geometric operators that act on the K−theory of the moduli space of sheaves. By appealing to a large framework that connects knot invariants with Hilbert schemes through the category of representations of the rational Cherednik algebra, this will allow us to produce new formulas for torus knot invariants in [4] . Let us say a few things about the structure of this paper:
• In Section 2, we recall the definition of the shuffle algebra A + , and introduce the crucial notion of slope.
• In Section 3, we define the elliptic Hall algebra E + via generators and relations, and prove that it is isomorphic to A + .
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• In Section 4, we give formulas for the bialgebra structure on A + , and show that Υ : E + ∼ = A + preserves this structure, thus inducing an isomorphism E ∼ = A between the Drinfeld doubles of the algebras in question.
• In Section 5, we prove that P k,d := Υ(u k,d ) is completely determined by the minimality property of Remark 2.10.
• In Section 6, we show that the shuffle element in the RHS of (1.2) is minimal, thus proving Theorem 1.1 up to a constant. We then check that this constant is 1.
• In Section 7, we present an Appendix where we prove the more computational results of the paper.
I would like to thank Igor Burban, Boris Feigin, Andrei Okounkov, Alexander Tsymbaliuk and Eric Vasserot for their interest and numerous helpful discussions. I am very grateful to the referee for many useful suggestions.
2. The Shuffle Algebra 2.1. We will work over the field K = C(q 1 , q 2 ) and let us write q = q 1 q 2 . Consider an infinite set of variables z 1 , z 2 , ..., and let us look at the K−vector space:
Sym K (z 1 , ..., z k ), (2.1) bigraded by k and homogenous degree. We endow it with a K−algebra structure via the shuffle product:
where:
ω(x) = (x − 1)(x − q) (x − q 1 )(x − q 2 ) (2. 3) and Sym denotes the symmetrization operator on rational functions:
Sym (P (z 1 , ..., z k )) = σ∈S(k)
P (z σ(1) , ..., z σ(k) )
2.2.
The shuffle algebra A + (see [3] ) 2 is defined as the subspace of V consisting of rational functions of the form:
where p is a symmetric Laurent polynomial that satisfies the wheel conditions:
p(z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , ...) = 0 whenever
This condition is vacuous for k ≤ 2. We will call elements of A + shuffle elements. The following proposition says that A + is an algebra:
Proposition 2.3. If P, P ′ ∈ A + , then P * P ′ ∈ A + .
Proof Let us write the shuffle elements P (z 1 , ..., z k ) and P ′ (z 1 , ..., z k ′ ) in the form (2.4). By (2.2), we have:
The expression on the last line above is a rational function with at most simple poles at z j = z i . Because it is symmetric, it must necessarily be regular at z j = z i , and therefore it is a Laurent polynomial in the z variables.
To prove that P * P ′ ∈ A + , we need only prove that the Sym satisfies the wheel conditions (2.5). In fact, we will show that every one of its summands does so.
To see this, note that we need to specialize three of the variables as in (2.5) and show that the given summand of the above Sym vanishes. If all three of the chosen variables are among {z 1 , ..., z k } or {z k+1 , ..., z k+k ′ }, then the summand vanishes because p and p ′ satisfy the wheel conditions themselves. If one of the variables is in {z 1 , ..., z k } and two are in {z k+1 , ..., z k+k ′ } (or vice-versa) then the product:
vanishes, and therefore so does the respective summand. ✷ 2 Actually, the algebra A + 0 studied in loc. cit. is defined with respect to the function ω 0 (x, y) = (x − yq 2 )(x − yq)/(x − y) 3 instead of (2.3). The two are isomorphic via the map:
Note that this definition of the shuffle algebra differs slightly from the one in [7] , where the authors actually work with the subalgebra:
generated by the elements z
An important result of the present paper is that the two algebras actually coincide, namely: Theorem 2.5. The above inclusion is an equality:
In other words, the shuffle algebra is generated by degree one elements.
2.6.
The shuffle algebra A + is bigraded by the number of variables k and the homogenous degree d of our rational functions:
Given a shuffle element P (z 1 , ..., z k ) ∈ A k,d and a number µ ∈ R, we consider the limits:
denote the subspace of shuffle elements P such that the above limits exist and are finite for all i ∈ {0, ..., k}. Such a shuffle element P is said to have slope ≤ µ. Then let us make the following simple observation, which will be given a proper proof in the Appendix: Proposition 2.7. For any µ ∈ R, the subspace:
is a subalgebra.
The subspaces
give an increasing filtration of the infinite-dimensional vector space A k,d :
The following proposition will show that the subspaces A µ k,d are finite dimensional, and it places an upper bound on their dimension. All of these bounds will be shown to be precise in Proposition 3.5 below.
Proposition 2.9. The vector space A µ k,d has dimension ≤ the number of unordered collections:
where t ≥ 1 is any natural number, k i ∈ N and d i ∈ Z.
Proof This proposition was first stated and proved in the special case d = µ = 0 in [3] , and we will generalize their idea in order to obtain the desired result. For any partition ρ = {k 1 ≥ ... ≥ k t > 0} of k, consider the evaluation map:
where p is the Laurent polynomial of (2.4). This construction gives rise to the subspaces:
where > is the dominance ordering 3 on partitions of k. It is easy to see that these subspaces form a filtration of
Then the desired upper bound on the dimension of A µ k,d would follow from the inequalities:
It should be remarked that the RHS counts the number of partially ordered tuples (d 1 , ..., d t ). This means that if k i = k j then we disregard the ordering between d i and d j . Let us now prove (2.10). Take a shuffle element P ∈ A µ,ρ k,d and look at the Laurent polynomial r = ϕ ρ (P ). This Laurent polynomial is partially symmetric, in the same sense as the RHS of (2.10) is partially ordered: if k i = k j then r is symmetric in y i and y j . Because P satisfies the wheel conditions (2.5), the Laurent polynomial r vanishes for:
for i < j, with the correct multiplicities. Because P lies in A µ,ρ k,d = ρ ′ >ρ ker ϕ ρ , we see that r also vanishes for:
for i < j. Therefore, the Laurent polynomial r is divisible by:
This polynomial has total degree:
3 We recall that the dominance ordering is
We write ρ ′ > ρ if ρ ′ ≥ ρ and ρ ′ = ρ and degree at most:
in each variable y i . As for r, it's easy to see that it has total degree:
Because the slope of P is ≤ µ, then it has degree in each variable at most:
So the quotient r/r 0 is a Laurent polynomial of total degree:
and degree in each variable at most:
Such Laurent polynomials are spanned by monomials:
When k i = k j , both r and r 0 are symmetric in y i and y j , so we disregard the order between d i and d j in the above count. We conclude that r = ϕ ρ (P ) lies in a vector space of dimension exactly equal to the RHS of (2.10), thus completing the proof. ✷ Remark 2.10. The same proof also shows that the subspace of A k,d consisting of shuffle elements such that:
is at most one-dimensional. We will show that it is exactly one-dimensional, and will therefore call shuffle elements P that verify this condition minimal.
3. The Elliptic Hall algebra 3.1. In this section, we will often work with quasi-empty triangles, which we define by the condition that their vertices are of the form
, and satisfy:
• there are no lattice points inside the triangle, nor on at least one of the edges XY , Y Z , [7] ), its positive half E + is generated by elements
whenever the points (
2 ) are collinear, and:
whenever the triangle with vertices (0, 0),
is quasi-empty in the sense of Section 3.1. Here we set:
for any gcd(a, b) = 1. The algebra E + is also bigraded by the two coordinates k and d. The following Theorem has been proved in [7] : A priori, our definition of the shuffle algebra is larger than the one used in [7] , and we therefore cannot infer that this map is also surjective. This will be proved in Proposition 3.5 below
From (3.2), it is clear that E
+ is generated by degree 1 elements u 1,d . Therefore, the image of the map Υ is precisely the subalgebraÃ + of (2.6). This means that Theorem 2.5 follows from the following: Proposition 3.5. The map Υ of Theorem 3.3 is surjective.
+ denote the subspace of elements of bidegrees (k, d), and for any slope µ ∈ R consider:
By Lemma 5.6 of [1] , the dimension of the above vector space precisely equals the number of tuples as in (2.8). Indeed, this comes about because this dimension equals the number of convex paths in Conv + of slope ≤ µ (in the notation of loc. cit.), and such paths are in 1-1 correspondence with unordered collections
has dimension at most equal to the same number. Therefore, the desired surjectivity would follow from the claim:
(the injectivity of Υ is contained in Theorem 3.3). By Proposition 2.7, it is enough to show that:
has slope ≤ d k . We will prove this statement by induction on k. It is trivial for k = 1, because
1 by the definition of Υ. Assume the claim true for all k ′ < k, and let us prove it for P k,d . Take an empty triangle with vertices (0, 0), (k 2 , d 2 ), (k, d), which exists simply by choosing one of minimal area. Relation (3.2) and the fact that Υ is a morphism imply that:
The fact that the second summand has slope ≤ d k follows from the induction hypothesis. Then our claim is equivalent to showing that the commutator [P k1,d1 , P k2,d2 ] has slope ≤ d k . The induction hypothesis tells us that P k1,d1 and P k2,d2 have slopes ≤ d1 k1 and d2 k2 , respectively, and therefore by Proposition 2.7 their product has slope:
, the above estimate is not good enough. We will finesse the inequality by using (7.1). The shuffle elements P k1,d1 * P k2,d2 and P k2,d2 * P k1,d1 are rational functions in k = k 1 + k 2 variables. As we multiply any j ≤ k of these variables by ξ −→ ∞, the resulting term is of order:
If this expression were ≤ dj k , we would be done with proving that the commutator of (3.6) has slope ≤ d k . Since there are no lattice points inside the quasi-empty triangle, the only case when this inequality fails to hold is when i = k 1 and i ′ = 0. By (7.1), the term which arises in this way is:
However, the leading order term above appears in both P k1,d1 * P k2,d2 and P k2,d2 * P k1,d1 , and therefore drops out in their commutator. We conclude that this term does not appear in (3.6), hence
The Double Shuffle Algebra 4.1. Given a bialgebra 5 A, a symmetric non-degenerate pairing:
is called a bialgebra pairing. To such a datum, one can associate the Drinfeld double of the bialgebra A (see, for example [2] ). To define it, recall the Sweedler notation for the coproduct: ∆(a) = a 1 ⊗ a 2 where the RHS implicitly contains a sum over several terms. The Drinfeld double of the bialgebra A with the pairing (4.1) is DA = A coop ⊗ A as a vector space, with the property that A − = A coop ⊗ 1 and A + = 1 ⊗ A are both sub-bialgebras of DA, and we impose the extra relation:
where a − = a ⊗ 1 and b + = 1 ⊗ b. This latter condition teaches us how to commute elements from the two factors of the Drinfeld double, and it uniquely determines the bialgebra structure on DA.
4.2.
There is no coproduct of interest on the shuffle algebra A + , but we will find one on a slightly larger algebra. Let A ≥ be generated by A + and commuting elements h 0 , h 1 , ... under the relation:
where h(w) = n≥0 h n w −n and:
One makes sense of relation (4.2) by expanding the RHS in negative powers of w. The reason for introducing these new generators is to define the coproduct.
Proposition 4.3. The following assignments give rise to a coproduct on A ≥ :
The meaning of the above RHS is that we expand the fraction in non-negative powers of z a /z b for a ≤ i < b, thus obtaining an infinite sum of monomials. In each of those monomials, we put all the h n 's to the very left of the expression, then all powers of z 1 , ..., z i to the left of the ⊗ sign, and finally all powers of z i+1 , ..., z k to the right of the ⊗ sign, as in the following example:
We obtain an expression which is a power series in z a for a ≤ i and in z 
The bialgebra A
≥ has a pairing, defined by:
for all P, P ′ ∈ A k,d . In the above, we set Du = du 2πiu and : : denotes the normalordered integral. We define it by:
for all n 1 , ..., n k ∈ Z such that d = n 1 + ... + n k . By Proposition 3.5, this is enough to define the pairing on the whole shuffle algebra A + , since any shuffle element equals a linear combination of products z n1 * ... * z n k . However, there might exist linear relations between these products, so we need to check that the pairing is unambiguously defined. The following Proposition will be proved in the Appendix: Proposition 4.5. The above induces a well-defined bialgebra pairing:
in the sense of (4.1).
4.6.
We let A = DA ≥ be the Drinfeld double of the shuffle algebra with respect to the above bialgebra pairing, and call A the double shuffle algebra. On the other hand, we consider the algebra E ≥ generated by E + , a central element c, 6 and commuting elements u 0,1 , u 0,2 , ..., under the relations:
This is a bialgebra, with coproduct given by:
where the θ 0,n are obtained from the u 0,n according to (3.4) . There is a bialgebra pairing on E ≥ thus defined, given by:
The Drinfeld double E = DE ≥ is the elliptic Hall algebra studied in [1] , [7] .
Theorem 4.7. The injective morphism of Theorem 3.3 extends to an isomorphism Υ :
where p 1 , p 2 , ... ∈ A 0 are obtained from the series:
This extended isomorphism Υ preserves the coproduct and the bialgebra pairing, and hence induces an isomorphism (denoted by the same letter):
of their Drinfeld doubles.
4.8. Let us give a few details about the proof of the above Theorem, although proving it will be left as an exercise. At the level of E + ֒→ E ≥ , the fact that Υ is an isomorphism follows from Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.5. We need to upgrade this isomorphism to the whole of E ≥ , i.e. to check that it matches relation (4.2) with relation (4.8). This follows easily from the following equation, obtained by taking the logarithm of (4.2):
In particular, commuting shuffle elements with the p n gives rise to the action of the ring of symmetric functions on A + by Hecke operators that was described in [7] . When n = d and k = 1, (4.10) matches with (4.8), hence Υ : E ≥ −→ A ≥ is an algebra morphism. It is straightforward to check that it preserves the coproduct and pairing, as it is enough to prove it at the level of the generators
6 Note that the abstract algebra studied in [1] has one more central element c ′ , but we will not need it in our applications and so we set it equal to 1. The results of the present paper hold just as well were c ′ added, but some formulas would be messier 4.9. The Drinfeld double E is generated by symbols u k,d for (k, d) ∈ Z 2 \0, where:
If we set h 0 = 1, then as described in [1] any element:
gives rise to an automorphism:
by permuting the generators u k,d −→ u xk+yd,zk+wd . These morphisms have the property that g γ • g γ ′ = g γγ ′ and g 1 = Id, so they give an action of SL 2 (Z) on the algebra E| h0=1 . If we restore the formal parameter h 0 , then the universal cover of SL 2 (Z) is the one that acts on E, as described in [1] .
5. Describing P k,d implicitly
5.1.
Recall the subalgebra A µ ⊂ A + that was introduced in Proposition 2.7. From the definition of the coproduct ∆, we infer the following:
, we have:
Recall that the tensor product inside the rational function P means that all powers of z j≤i go to the left of the ⊗ sign, while all powers of z j>i go to the right thereof.
In particular, it is easy to see that:
is a coproduct on the subalgebra:
which should be interpreted as the leading term of ∆ to order µ. An easy consequence of Proposition 5.2, and the fact that the pairing (·, ·) preserves the grading, is the following:
Proposition 5.3. The pairing (4.6) on B µ satisfies the bialgebra property with respect to the shuffle product and the coproduct ∆ µ .
5.4.
In (3.5), P k,d ∈ A + has been defined as the image of the generator u k,d ∈ E + under the isomorphism Υ of Theorem 4.7. Our main Theorem 1.1 requires us to give an explicit formula for this element. Before we do so, we will give an implicit description of P k,d .
Lemma 5.5. Up to a constant multiple, P k,d is the unique element of A k,d such that:
) is a quasi-empty triangle in the sense of Subsection 3.1, then the component of ∆(P k,d ) in A k1,d1 ⊗ A k2,d2 equals:
where the Q k,d are computed from the P k,d by the following relation:
Proof Any shuffle element P which satisfies (5.4) has, by (5.1), the property that the limits:
vanish for all i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1}. By Remark (2.10), the space of such shuffle elements is at most one-dimensional, hence the uniqueness of P . Now we need to show that
) satisfies both the above conditions, which we will do by induction on k. The case k = 1 is obvious, since
Then let us assume the lemma is true for all i < k and pick an empty triangle (0, 0), (k 2 , d 2 ), (k, d). Such a triangle always exists, simply by picking one of minimal area. Since Υ preserves the relations inside E, we have the following equality in A:
. The induction hypothesis implies that:
The ellipsis denotes terms whose second tensor factor has smaller slope. Since h 0 is central, taking the commutator of these expressions implies:
Applying relation (3.2) gives us: (5.3). Therefore, we can analyse these elements with the coproduct ∆ b/a , which is obtained from ∆ by removing all terms of slope < b/a = d/k in the second tensor factor. The above implies:
Elements whose coproduct satisfies the above property are called group-like, and it is well-known that they are exponents of primitive elements 7 . By this we mean that, on general grounds, the elements P na,nb defined by relation (5.5) are primitive:
Looking back at the definition of ∆ b/a , this precisely implies that P k,d = P na,nb satisfies property (5.4), which proves the first claim in the lemma. To prove the second claim, take such a quasi-empty triangle and assume that:
(the other case is taken care of similarly). In this case, we write (k 2 , d 2 ) = (na, nb) for gcd(a, b) = 1 and consider the empty triangle with vertices (0, 0), (a, b), (k, d). Relation (3.2) implies:
The only term with second tensor factor of bidegrees (k 2 , d 2 ) in the above is precisely h k2 0 P k1,d1 ⊗Q k2,d2 . Since by assumption gcd(k 1 , d 1 ) = 1, we have Q k1,d1 = α 1 P k1,d1 , hence the claim follows. 7 The usual definition of group-like (respectively, primitive) element is x such that ∆(x) = x ⊗ x (respectively ∆(x) = x ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ x). In our setup, we shall slightly change this definition to account for the central element h 0 , by requiring that ∆(x) = h
. All results which we shall use remain valid in this slightly changed context ✷ 5.6. According to [1] , a basis of A k,d as a vector space consists of expressions:
over all collections C of integers such that k 1 + ...
If a certain number of these ratios are equal, then we order the corresponding P ki,di in increasing order of k i . In the terminology of [1] , such a collection is determined by a convex path in the lattice Z 2 . It turns out the above basis is orthogonal for the scalar product (4.6).
Proposition 5.7. For all collections
′ s )} ordered as above, we have:
Proof We will prove the above claim by induction on k 1 + ... + k t . The bialgebra property of the pairing implies that the LHS of (5.8) equals:
Lemma 5.5 implies that the second tensor factor of ∆(
. Since ∆ preserves bidegrees, this is equivalent to saying that the first tensor factor only exists in degrees (k, d) for
k1 , this tensor factor pairs trivially with P k1,d1 and the LHS of (5.8) vanishes. The same thing would happen if
k1 since the pairing is symmetric. So let us assume we are in the last remaining case:
, then the same argument would work to prove that the pairing of (5.8) is zero. The only other possibility is that (
. Then the only term in the first tensor factor of ∆(
) that has degree small enough to pair non-trivially with P k1,d1 is:
This implies that the LHS of (5.8) equals:
which concludes the proof of (5.8) by induction. The base of the induction, namely the fact that (
, is proved according to Lemma 4.10 of [1] . ✷ 6. Describing P k,d explicitly 6.1. Proposition 3.5 implies that all shuffle elements can be written as linear combinations of:
as m 1 , ..., m k ∈ Z. However, another set of elements 9 is also very important:
Proposition 6.2. For all m 1 , ..., m k ∈ Z, the rational function:
is an element of the shuffle algebra A + .
Proof It is easy to see that the rational function X m1,...,m k has the appropriate poles and vanishes when z i = z j . Since it is symmetric, it must therefore be divisible by (z i −z j ) 2 (note that there are no actual poles when z i−1 = qz i , since those factors of the denominator also appear in the numerator of ω). Written in the form (2.5), it is quite easy to see that each summand of the above Sym vanishes when any three of the variables are set to (1, q 1 , q) or (1, q 2 , q), by an argument akin to the proof of Proposition 2.3. Therefore, X m1,...,m k is a shuffle element of A + . In fact, the denominator:
is maximal 10 so that expressions like the above still satisfy the wheel conditions. Let us remark that the same would hold if we replaced q by q 
Naturally, the term ε i/a only appears when i ∈ {a, ..., (n − 1)a}, otherwise we set it equal to 0.
Proposition 6.4. For any vector ε as above, the shuffle element:
9 Which will turn out to span the whole shuffle algebra by linear combinations 10 By maximal we mean that if we added any further linear factors to the denominator, it would cease to satisfy the wheel conditions, and thus fail to be an element of A + has slope ≤ ).
Proof Explicitly, we have:
To show that the above sum lies in B d k , we need to multiply the variables z i+1 , ..., z k by ξ and show that we get something of order no greater than
In fact, we will show that each summand of (6.5) has this property. Since ω(0) = ω(∞) = 1, the ω factors do not contribute to the limit. A permutation σ ∈ S(k) is determined by:
The set A will be the most important part of the data; it will be of the form:
where x 1 < y 1 < x 2 < y 2 < ... < x t < y t ∈ {0, ..., k} are certain indices such that:
The term corresponding to σ in (6.5) gets a contribution of ξ to the power t j=1 (S ε yj − S ε xj ) from the numerator, and ξ to the power −t + δ 0 x1 from the denominator. Therefore, the fact that each summand of X ε k,d in (6.5) has the required degree is equivalent to:
The above follows from (6.7) and the simpler inequality:
which holds for any x < y ∈ {0, ..., k}, where we make the convention that ε 0 = 1 and ε n = 0. This proves that
2) tells us that we need to collect those terms of top order in ξ. To do so, we need to trace back through the above inequalities, and see when all of them simultaneously become equalities. We have equality in (6.9) when y = av and x = au for some u < v such that ε(u) = 1 and ε(v) = 0. This means that sets (6.6) which produce terms of top degree are of the form:
for some u 1 , ..., u t ∈ ε −1 (1) and v 1 , ..., v t ∈ ε −1 (0). Multiplying by ξ the variables corresponding to elements of A and taking the terms of top order in ξ will have the following effect on (6.5):
• the ω factors between small variables (those not multiplied by ξ) and large variables (those multiplied by ξ) will converge to 1
• the factors 1 −
in the denominator will converge to 1
in the denominator will converge to (−q)
Meanwhile, variables from different intervals i ∈ {au j + 1, av j } and i ′ ∈ {au j ′ + 1, av j ′ } will interact with each other only through factors ω(z i /z i ′ ), so the resulting expression will be a shuffle product * of contributions from the individual intervals. We conclude that:
(6.10)
In the above, we write X ε0 = X ε0 ra,rb for ε 0 any piece of r − 1 successive entries of the vector ε. By using this formula, we see that:
where
To show that the element (6.4) is primitive, we need to prove that the last two lines in the above cancel. This is an immediate consequence of the following proposition: Proposition 6.5. For any t, we have:
Proof By definition, for r, s ≥ 0 which sum up to t − 2, we have:
If we multiply this identity by q s and add up over all r + s = t − 2, the desired relation follows. ✷ ✷ 6.6. The above Proposition implies that the shuffle element of (6.4) verifies property (5.4). By the uniqueness of elements satisfying this latter property, the shuffle element of (6.4) is proportional to P k,d . To figure out the proportionality constant, let us introduce the linear map:
The following Proposition, which will be proved in the Appendix, shows how ϕ behaves under the shuffle product:
Proposition 6.7. Given P ∈ A + k,d and Q ∈ A + l,e , we have:
6.8. We will now proceed to compute the values of the shuffle element (6.4) and of P k,d under ϕ, in order to figure out the proportionality constant between them.
Proposition 6.9. For all k ≥ 1 and d ∈ Z with gcd(k, d) = n, we have:
Proof We will prove this statement by induction on k. The base case k = 1 is trivial. Let us pick an empty triangle with vertices (0, 0), (k 2 , d 2 ), (k, d) and apply relation (5.6):
Applying ϕ and Proposition 6.7 to the above relation gives us:
where in the last relation we used Pick's theorem:
As a consequence of Proposition 6.7, the linear map ϕ is multiplicative on elements of the same slope. We may write (k, d) = (na, nb) and apply ϕ to relation (5.5):
.10. For all k ≥ 1 and d ∈ Z with gcd(k, d) = n, and all vectors ε ∈ {0, 1} n−1 , we have:
Proof The shuffle element X ε k,d is given by the symmetric rational function of (6.5) . Together with the definition of ϕ, this gives us:
Only one term survives when we evaluate the above at z i = q −i 1 , namely the one corresponding to the identity permutation. Therefore, the above gives:
where the last equality follows by Pick's theorem.
✷
Proof of Theorem 1.1: Proposition 6.10 implies that:
Comparing this with (6.13) implies that:
Unraveling the definition of X 
where Λ is the bialgebra of symmetric polynomials in infinitely many variables over C(q 1 , q 2 ), and p n denote the power sum functions. This isomorphism sends the natural coproduct on Λ to the coproduct ∆ b/a on B b a , since the p n and the P na,nb are primitive for the respective coproducts.
6.12. A quick consequence of (6.14) and (6.15) is that for each n, the vector space
an,bn has a set of linear generators given by the shuffle elements X ε na,nb of (6.3), as ε ∈ {0, 1} n−1 . There are 2 n−1 such vectors, which is in general greater than the dimension of:
which equals the number of integer partitions of n. We will now discuss which elements of Λ n correspond to X ε na,nb under the isomorphism (6.15 ).
An important set of symmetric polynomials in Λ are the Schur functions s λ , defined for any integer partition λ = (λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ ...). To any such parition, we can associate a Young diagram, meaning a set of unit lattice squares in the first quadrant, such that there are λ 1 of them on the first row, λ 2 on the second row etc. Given a pair of integer partitions µ ⊂ λ, by which we mean that the associated Young diagrams are contained one inside the other, one can associate the skew Schur functions s λ/µ . The connection between Skew schur functions and Schur functions is given by the Littlewood-Richardson rule (see [5] ).
To any vector ε ∈ {0, 1} n−1 we can associate a skew diagram λ/µ consisting of n boxes as follows: start from a box on the leftmost column. At each step, depending on whether the corresponding entry of ε is 0 or 1, go either one box down or one box to the right. This traces out a set of boxes, which we then shift vertically so that the bottom box of the set is on the first row. This traces out a particular skew diagram, and we write s ε ∈ Λ n for the corresponding skew Schur function. Andrei Okounkov observed that these particular Schur functions correspond to X ε na,nb : Proposition 6.13. Under the isomorphism (6.15), we have:
where r denotes the number of ones in the vector ε.
Proof Since a and b are fixed, let us denote X ε na,nb simply by X ε . We have the following equality:
where (εxε ′ ) is the vector obtained by concatenating ε and ε ′ and putting the digit x between them. This easily follows from the definition of skew Schur functions as sum of monomials indexed by semi-standard Young tableaux, so we leave it as an exercise. We will prove the Proposition by induction on the length of ε. By formulas (6.2) and (6.3) that define X ε , it is straightforward to see that:
The proof of this closely follows that of Proposition 6.5, so we will leave it as an exercise. The induction hypothesis then implies that s (ε0ε ′ ) + s (ε1ε ′ ) is sent exactly where (6.16) claims it is sent for all ε, ε ′ . Therefore, to show that (6.16) sends each s ε to X ε it is enough to do so for any given one of them, say for s (0 n−1 ) . But then by the same argument, it is enough to show that (6.16) sends:
The functions s (0 n−1−r 1 r ) are the well-known Schur functions for diagrams of hook shape, and it is well-known that the linear combination in the LHS equals the power sum function p n . Meanwhile, the element on the right is:
and these two are mapped into each other by (6.15), by definition. ✷
Appendix
In the remainder of this paper, we will present proofs to some of the more computational results in this paper:
Proof of Proposition 2.7: We will prove the following more general statement. Suppose we have shuffle elements P, P ′ such that the following estimates hold as ξ −→ ∞, for all i:
The above sums indicate that there may be several terms P
(1)
i (·) appearing for each i. Then we can write:
by the definition of the product in ( expanded in non-negative powers of z b /z a and z c /z b . As before, the variables z a move between the tensor product signs such that z 1 , ..., z i sit in the first tensor factor, z i+1 , ..., z j sit in the second tensor factor, and z j+1 , ..., z k sit in the third tensor factor.
We still need to prove that ∆ respects the multiplication in A ≥ . One of the relations one needs to check is that ∆ respects relation (4.2) between shuffle elements in A + and Cartan elements in A 0 . This is a straightforward exercise, and we leave it to the reader. The remaining relation is more interesting and non-trivial, namely the fact that: ∆(P * Q) = ∆(P ) * ∆(Q) for any shuffle elements P ∈ A k and Q ∈ A l . We will proceed to prove this relation. By definition, the LHS equals:
where the sum goes over all partitions with |A| = k, |B| = l. Given a set of indices A = {a 1 , ..., a k }, we use above the shorthand notation P (z A ) = P (z a1 , ..., z a k ) to unburden our notation. For any i ∈ {0, ..., k + l}, we will denote: 
The last factor in the numerator means that the only terms which do not vanish in the above Sym are those which put the variables {z 1 , ..., z k } before the variables {z k+1 , ..., z k+l }, leaving the above equal to: The products in the above expression cancel the F 's, leaving the desired RHS of (6.12). ✷
